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Aggressive US Fed reverses early August gains 

 

August started off on a positive note for financial markets but that all changed when US Fed 

Powell’s short 8 minute speech in Jackson Hole, reinforced the Fed’s unwavering commitment to 

bring inflation back down to the 2% CPI level – a long way from July’s 8.5% YOY or 5.9% core 

rate.  

 

As a result, interest rates spiked across the yield curve. US 10 yr. benchmark bond yields rose 

from 2.5% to over 3.25% and Canadian yields jumped to 3.2% from 2.5%. Both the US Fed and 

BOC raised bank rates .75% followed by an historic +.75% increase by the European Central 

Bank. 

 

With numerous indicators showing easing price  pressures, abating supply constraints and 

growing signs of slowing global economic demand and possible recession, investors were hoping 

the US Fed would be forced to pivot and lower their aggressive rate hike policy. Clearly, this did 

not happen and as a result market suffered in a broad based selloff which is running into 

September. 

 

Rising interest rates hit the more interest sensitive sectors such as technology and real estate 

hardest in August with only the S&P TSX Healthcare (cannabis) sector seeing an almost +9% 

bounce - but still down 50% year to date. 
 

 



 
 

Deteriorating economic and geopolitical conditions in China and Europe did not help equity or 

bond markets. Investor concerns rose as China imposed new covid lockdowns and saw further 

signs of weakness in their property market and slowing economic growth.  Rising interest rates 

and a growing energy crisis caused by the Ukraine war is raising the odds of a recession in 

Europe. 
 



 
 

2022 has been a tough year for equity investors with virtually every major index recording 

double digit losses. Our S&P TSX Venture index and technology heavy Nasdaq index have been 

the hardest hit this year as investor exit higher risk stocks or those most impacted by slowing 

economic growth. 

 

The only major indices to advance this year are Brazil, benefiting from strong commodity prices, 

and India with its solid domestic economy. Our S&P TSX Composite has held up better than 

most thanks almost exclusively due to soaring energy stocks. 
 

 



 
 

We expect equity and bond markets to remain volatile in the near term given the number of 

uncertainties and global risks. Inflation and the US Fed’s policy stance remains, in our view, the 

most important factor determining the direction of markets. The Ukraine war, rising covid cases 

in China and a pending energy crisis in Europe are all key risks. We are also keeping close focus 

on the still solid US and Canadian employment and housing maket.   

 

We believe the worst of the correction may be behind us given the growing signs that inflation 

has peaked and may be about to fall more aggressively in the months ahead due to falling 

commodity prices, especially gasoline, lower shipping costs, improving supply constraints and 

weaker global demand. We see the US Fed and BOC keeping rates higher for longer to keep 

pressure on the more sticky inflation factors such as wages and shelter costs. 

 

PI Financial Managed Portfolios Lower in August 

 

With such a broad based global equity and bond market selloff in August, it is not 

surprising  PI’s managed portfolios also recorded losses for the month. Given the very poor 

performance in the in the interest sensitive technology and healthcare sectors, the two largest 

weightings in the S&P 500, our PI US Growth portfolio recorded our largest decline while our 

most defensive multi-asset PI Balanced portfolio performed best albeit was still lower by .90% 

 



2022 has been a very tough year for both equities and bond investors. Rising interest rates and 

concerns of lower earnings and revenue growth from a possible economic recession pressured 

growth stocks. Only the energy sector produced solid returns (modest gains in Utilities) while all 

other S&P 500 industry sectors posted substantial double digit loses for the year (see chart 

above). 

 

Given the higher risk from rising interest rates and slower growth, we have raised the cash 

balances in our growth portfolios to a very significant 20% or more and in our Balanced 

portfolio, we remain invested short-term bonds of less than 2 years.  

 

We think equity markets will remain focused on inflation and the US Fed. We believe our 

portfolios are well positioned to benefit from a more consistent market recovery by holding a 

diversified balance of the leading Canadian and US companies growth, value and dividend 

growing companies.  

 

Since inception all of our portfolios older than 1 year have had positive returns and have either 

outperformed or approximately matched our benchmark returns.  
 

Although our High Yield Dividend Growth portfolio has underperformed its benchmark, due to 

the benchmarks exceedingly high 30% weight  in energy, this portfolio of defensive consistent 

higher yielding dividend payers is our best performer year to date and has produced a very solid 

+9.7% annualized return ( before fees) since inception.  
 

 

 



 

 

PI Canadian Equity Portfolio -1.93% in August 
 

 
 

The PI Canadian Equity Model ('PICEM') Portfolio decreased by -1.93% for the month 

while its benchmark, the S&P | TSX 60 Total Return Index decreased -1.60%. The S&P | 

TSX Composite Total Return index decreased by -1.61%. 

 

Year to date, the portfolio decreased -1.64% vs -7.54% for the benchmark and -7.19% for 

the S&P TSX Composite (total return). Since inception, September 8, 2015, the PI 

Canadian Equity Model portfolio has produced a total return of +110.01% vs +79.98% for 

the benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 investment would now be worth $210,010 for an 

annualized gain of +11.2% per year vs 8.8% per year for the benchmark. All returns are 

exclusive of any fees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



PI Dividend Growth Portfolio -2.61% in August 
 

 
 

The PI Canadian Dividend Growth Model ('PICDGM') Portfolio decreased -2.61% for the 
month compared to the portfolio's benchmark, the S&P | TSX Dividend Aristocrats Index 

which decreased -2.27% in the month, while the S&P |TSX Composite index decreased -

1.61% (total return). 

 

Year to date, the portfolio decreased -7.06% on a total return basis compared to -2.84% by 

the benchmark and -7.19% for the S&P | TSX Composite Total Return Index.  

 

Since inception, September 8, 2015, the PI Canadian Dividend Growth Model portfolio has 

produced a total return of +99.44% vs +72.32 for the benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 

investment would now be worth $199,440 for an annualized gain of +10.4% per year vs 

8.1% per year for the benchmark. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PI Focus 15 Portfolio -1.55% in August 

 

 

 

Our most growth oriented portfolio, the PI Focus 15 ('PIFF') Growth Model Portfolio, 

decreased -1.55% for the month compared to its benchmark, the S&P | TSX Composite 

Total Return Index which decreased -1.58%. 

 

Year to date, the portfolio decreased -12.25%, while its benchmark decreased -7.12% (total 

return). Since inception, October 31, 2016, the PI Focus 15 Growth Model Portfolio has 

produced a total return of +59.25% vs +55.63% for the benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 

investment would now be worth $157,960 for an annualized gain of +8.30% per year vs 

7.87% per year for the benchmark. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PI Canadian Equity Plus -1.90% in August 
 

 
 

 

The PI Canadian Equity Plus Model ('PICEP') portfolio decreased by -1.90% in the 

month, while its benchmark, a blend of 65% weighting in S&P TSX 60 Index and 35% 

MSCI All Country World ex Canada Index decreased-1.76% and the S&P TSX Composite 

Total Return Index decreased -1.58%. 

 

Year to date, the portfolio has returned -12.20% vs -9.84% for the blended benchmark; 

while the S&P TSX Composite has declined  -7.11% (total return)and the S&P 500 has 

declined -16.64%.  

 

Since inception, June 4th, 2018 the PI Canadian Equity Plus Model portfolio has produced 

a total return of +34.29 vs +37.19% for the blended benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 

investment would now be worth $134,290. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PI High Yield Dividend Growth -1.79% in August  
 

 
 

The PI High Yield Dividend Growth model (PIHYDG) portfolio decreased -1.79% in the 

month while its benchmark, the S&P TSX Composite High Dividend Index decreased -

2.07% and the S&P TSX Composite decreased -1.61%.  

 

Year to date, the portfolio decreased -1.46% vs +1.61% for the S&P TSX High Dividend 

Index and a decrease of -7.19% for the S&P TSX Composite (total return). 

 

Since inception, December 7, 2018, the PI High Yield Dividend Growth Model portfolio has 

produced a total return of +41.29% vs +55.35% for the benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 

investment would now be worth $141,290. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PI Balanced -0.90% in August  
 

 
 

The PI Balanced Model ('PIBMP') Portfolio decreased -0.90% in the month while its 

benchmark, a blend of 40% Canadian Aggregate Bond Index, 30% S&P/TSX 60 Index and 

30% S&P 500 Index decreased -2.05%. Year to date, the portfolio has decreased -4.87% vs 

-10.79% for the blended benchmark. 

 

Since inception, August 21st 2019, the PI Balanced Model portfolio has produced a total 

return of +16.65% vs +16.85% for the blended benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 investment 

would now be worth $116,650. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PI US Growth -2.94% in August  
 

 
 
The PI US Growth Model ('PIUSG') Portfolio decreased by -2.94% for the month while its 
benchmark, the S&P 500 Total Return Index decreased -4.08%. The NASDAQ 100 Total 

Return index decreased by -5.12%. 

 

Year to date, the portfolio declined -17.06% vs -16.14% for the benchmark and -24.38% 

for the NASDAQ 100 (total return). Since inception, June 29, 2021, the PI US Growth 

Model portfolio has produced a total return of -5.57% vs -6.37% for the benchmark. Thus, 

a $100,000 investment would now be worth $94,430. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 

 
 
For more information about all of the PI Financial model portfolios please contact 
your PI Financial Portfolio Manager or Investment Advisor.  
 
If you do not currently have a PI Financial professional assisting you and would like to 
learn more about our discretionary model portfolios please click here 
pifps@pifinancialcorp.com. 
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